
Customized 200kg/h Stepless Speed
Adjustment Lollipop Making Machine
Specifications :

Payment Terms L/C T/T Western Union

Keyword Lollipop Making Machine,lollipop maker machine,small lollipop making machine

Detail Introduction :
Lollipop Making Machine

The Lollipop Machine is a special tool for lollipop production, which uses PLC programming to
automatically control the temperature and time of vacuum boiling sugar. The program has been
improved with a learning function, which can control the boiling temperature within plus or minus one
degree of error, which can improve the quality of sugar paste and thus the quality of the lollipop.
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Role of Lollipop Making Machine.
Role of Small Lollipop Making Machine.

1 Dedicated automatic PLC controlled vacuum film continuous boiling candy lollipop making line is a
lollipop making machine.

2 Set machine, electricity, gas, control in one, reasonable and compact structure, with a high degree
of automation, high production efficiency.

3 It can produce a wide range of lollipops such as single-color, two-flavor two-color spray flower, two-
flavor two-color double layer, three-flavor three-color spray flowers as well as crystal candy,
sandwich candy, article candy, xylitol sugar-free lollipop, and think kee lollipop.

4 The automatic stick insertion system of the Lollipop Maker Machine can realize the fully automatic
operation of the whole line. The accuracy rate of the automatic stick insertion system can reach
more than 99%, and after many improvements, the operation is more simple and convenient.

5 The whole production line is manufactured according to the food GMP standard, which makes it
easy for food companies to pass professional certifications such as GMP, HACCP, and QS in the
food industry.
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Lollipop Stick Making Machine parameters and specifications.
Flat Lollipop Making Machine Specifications.

Model TG-GTC150

Theoretical output 150kg/h
Weight of lollipop according to the type of lollipop candy
Lollipop diameter according to lollipop type

Size of lollipop stick 60-100mm
Pouring speed 25-30n/min

Steam requirement 250kg/h  0.5-0.6Mpa
Compressed air requirement 0.6?/min  0.4-0.6Mpa

Working environment requirement
Temperature

20-25? Humidity 55%

Overall power 18KW/380V
Overall length 17m
Overall weight 3500kg

Lollipop Candy Making Machine Process flow.
Sugar melting sugar storage ? vacuum microfilm ? cooling deposition ? sugar stick insertion ? lollipop
forming ? demolding ? cooling ? packaging.
We have introduced a group of excellent technical professionals, supported by technology so that the
Lollipop Making Machine is constantly upgraded, and the PLC human-machine interface and servo
motor automation control system functions are more perfect. With high output, high accuracy, and
good stability of continuous production, we are a good partner you can trust for a long time and look
forward to cooperating with you!
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